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John Walsh, left,
and Mark Quinn,
both of Leggett &
Platt, stand with
beds used in the
SexySleep study
in Las Vegas.

Researcher gets
feedback from a
consumer trying
out the X bed, a
hybrid model.

With television lights in place, the
“X” bed, a hybrid bed containing
L&P’s Comfort Core fabric-encased
innersprings, is ready for comfort
testing.

Leggett & Platt studies sex, sleep issues
By David Perry
LAS VEGAS — Boldly going
where few bedding companies
dare to venture, Leggett & Platt
is continuing its exploration of
sex and sleep issues and how
those activities are affected by
different mattress types.
In a head-to-head blind test
pitting a memory foam mattress against a hybrid sleep set
containing L&P’s Comfort Core
fabric-encased innersprings
and memory foam, the hybrid
was preferred for sex and sleep
by an overwhelming percentage of consumers who volunteered to test the beds.
L&P will be presenting
highlights of the research at
Furniture/Today’s Bedding
Conference this week.
The bedding components
major came to Las Vegas to
conduct its SexySleep study, in
which consumers briefly tested
the memory foam bed and the
hybrid bed – each covered with
a sheet to obscure the brand.
The consumers pushed, prodded and rolled around on the
two beds, but didn’t engage in
any intimate activities, or any
naps, either. A few adventuresome consumers tried a pelvic
thrust or two.
Then they were quizzed
about the sleep sets and asked
to judge each on a scale of 1 to
5 for responsiveness and com-
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fort for sex and sleep.
The tests were carefully controlled by researchers to ensure
objectivity, L&P officials said.
The results were a big win
for the hybrid sleep set, with
81% of the 255 consumers
surveyed rating the hybrid as
“very” and “most” responsive/
comfortable for sleep, and 73%
describing it as “very” and
“most” responsive/comfortable
for sex.
The study also uncovered
plenty of consumer complaints
about intimacy and memory
foam beds. Consumers who
said they had an intimate experience on a memory foam
bed variously described that
experience as “uncomfortable,” “difficult,” “horrible”
and like being “stuck in quicksand.”
During the study, the researchers conducted more
than 50 in-depth interviews
with consumers who said they
had intimate experiences on
memory foam beds. Some of
those consumers said they
have abandoned their memory foam beds for sex, resorting to locations ranging from
the floor to a couch to another
bed in the home.
It’s all a matter of physics,
said Mark Quinn, segment
VP of marketing at Leggett
& Platt, who supervised the
SexySleep study, conducted by

Researchers monitored sleep tests from this room next to the
test room.
independent research group
POCO Labs.
“We believe there is a lack
of consumer awareness about
the mattress physics necessary
for comfort, support and the
energy giveback needed for
both intimate experiences and
total restful sleep,” said Quinn.
“As an industry, we sell a product that plays a large role in
intimacy, yet performance for
intimacy isn’t a topic retailers
have been comfortable discussing with their customers.”
The study found that 85%
of consumers did not consider
intimacy issues during their
most recent mattress purchase,
instead focusing only on sleeping comfort and support, with

many of those consumers saying they will consider intimacy
when making their next mattress purchase.
Further exploring that issue, L&P conducted a survey
of its Sleep Geek community
of retail sales associates that
found that consumers are asking about sex at the point of
sale, but that RSAs have not
received any training in how to
address that issue. A majority
of the RSAs surveyed said they
thought it would be helpful to
create a conversation about the
relationship between a mattress and sex.
Quinn noted that is a sensitive issue and said L&P is not
suggesting that retailers should

encourage RSAs to discuss sex
with their customers. “But we
should prepare them for that
conversation,” he added. “The
industry should at the very
least consider reaching out and
educating the consumer via the
Internet prior to shopping.”
L&P describes beds made
with its Comfort Core fabric-encased innersprings and
various specialty foams like
memory foam, gel foam and
latex as Ultimate Hybrids, and
says they offer advanced technology.
“Comfort Core fabric-encased innersprings are our
latest advancements in coil
technology and can be found
within every Ultimate Hybrid mattress,” said Dr. Caleb Browning, a physicist at
Leggett & Platt’s research and
development facility, the IDEA
Center, at L&P’s corporate
headquarters in Carthage, Mo.
“Comfort Core innersprings
are individually wrapped and
guard against motion disturbance from your partner during sleep, but still provide a
critical return of bounce during
intimacy. But memory foam
really sinks the body and absorbs energy, which makes any
movement like changing positions difficult. Memory foam
consumes you, rather than
working and moving with you
like innersprings.”
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